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ABSTRACT

Wound dressing is a skill which must be able to be performed by all nurses. If the practical ability of a nurse is weak, it will affect the quality of patient care. The objective of this research is to study the effectiveness of the latex wound model for wound dressing training on wound dressing skills of the nursing student. The latex wound model is a device used in practice which is made from rubber. The samples are the 60 second-year nursing students. Simple random sampling was applied in the selection of samples to be an experimental group and a control group for 30 persons per group. The latex wound model was provided to the experimental group for wound dressing skill training at the dormitory for a seven day period. A personal data questionnaire, wet dressing skill evaluation form, and dry dressing skill evaluation form were used for data collection. The data were analyzed using descriptive statistics, Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test and Mann-Whitney U Test. The results indicated that: 1) the mean score of wet dressing skill and dry dressing skill after the intervention were significantly higher than before the intervention \( p < .05 \); 2) the mean score of wet dressing skill and dry dressing skill of the experimental group were higher than that of the control group, who was given the explanation of research procedures and the use of latex wound model, at statistical significance \( p < .05 \). The findings imply that the use of the latex wound model for wound dressing training could enhance the wound dressing practical skill of the nursing students.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nursing is a key to health care, and training is a key to the nurse’s instruction. Good skill of the nursing student means good care provided to the sick person. Therefore, training, together with theoretical study are required for nursing students to acquire knowledge and understanding prior to field implementation. Wound dressing is contained in the basic nursing course to ensure correct wound dressing by the nursing students for the patients. The wound dressing training of the nursing students in a university in Thailand consists of model training, at the fundamental nursing laboratory and the field training with the patients at the training sites prior to the field practice with the patients. The students will be instructed for theory and training in wound dressing at least once per person. The students are divided into sub-groups for the full learning, both in studying hours and the self-training at Fundamental laboratory, after studying hours are arranged. However, the students can carry out skill training at least 1-2 times per person only due to the limited studying hours and failure to schedule study after studying hours, possibly affecting the practical skill and availability of few wound dressing experiences prior to the field practice with the patients.

A lack of wound dressing skills of nurses, both dry dressing and wet dressing, may cause several patient impacts, such
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as pain and wound infection, resulting in a longer hospitalization period, or loss of treatment income. If there is a correct way of wound dressing technique is applied, the rate of infection will be reduced, and wound healing will be promoted. \[9\] Thus, the development of good practical skills for the students is essential. However, the finding from the current situation indicates lesser wound dressing training of the nursing students with patients since the University is an educational setting of various faculties relating to the science in health. Especially the practice in the same patient by the students of several faculties, sometimes nursing students are unable to do the wound dressing of that patient. The number of practice sessions for nursing students is therefore reduced. Moreover, according to the current treatment plan, doctors will open the operated wound and dress it by themselves, resulting in a further lesser opportunity for training of the nursing students with the patients even though it is essential for acquiring a good practical skill of the nursing students from the regular rehearsal \[10\] and practice until becoming expert. Thus, in the learning and teaching management in training of the nursing students, the instructors have managed teaching using a model to support the training.

A latex wound model is made from rubber, which includes both a wet dressing type and a dry dressing type, for the wound dressing training has served as an instruction media to be used by the students for training at any place and anytime, which are favorable for the student learning. The students can borrow the latex wound model for self-training at the dormitory, contributing to learning encouragement, without limitation of place and time. Moreover, practicing at a dormitory is like an environment that is conducive to motivation and enthusiasm. The more frequent training of the students until being familiar and expert and having a suitable wound dressing skill, and promotion of the excellent attitude towards learning and building the confidence in nursing activity practice. \[11\] Moreover, the proper practical result has also contributed to the reduction of complications, resulting in an improvement in service quality and patient satisfaction in clinics.

2. AIM AND HYPOTHESES

This research is a part of Research & Development (R & D) which has 2 main parts, which are 1) the development of the latex Wound Model and 2) evaluation of the effectiveness of the latex Wound Model. The aim of this research is to study the effectiveness of the latex wound model for wound dressing training on wound dressing skills of the nursing student. The following are the research hypotheses. 1) The group of nursing students receiving the training with the latex wound model has higher wound dressing skills after than before training with the latex wound model. 2) The group of nursing students receiving the training with the latex wound model has higher wound dressing skills than the group who did not receive the training with the latex wound model.

3. METHOD

3.1 Study design

This research is quasi-experimental research for two groups, and the pre-experimental and post-experimental measurements are performed (see Figure 1).
3.2 Samples and setting

The participants are the second-year nursing students of a university in the central region, Thailand. The characteristics of the participants are as follows: 1) being a second year nursing student who has already been taught wound dressing theory, 2) being a person who is inexperienced in wound dressing with the real service users, 3) willing to participate in the program. The participants will be instructed for theory and training in wound dressing at least once per person for teaching at school. The participants who are the experimental group will receive the latex wound model for wound dressing skills at the dormitory for seven days. The control group was only explained about how to use the latex wound model and did not receive the model for training at the dormitory. In this research, the researcher calculated the sample size in accordance with the quasi-experimental research design, conducted power analysis with G power program version 3.1.9.2, defined the value of alpha = .05 power = .08, and medium effect size = .7,[12] conducted a one-tailed test, and acquired the sample size in a total of 60 persons for 30 persons per group.

3.3 Ethical considerations

The researcher has protected the right of the participants by proposing the research outline to the third Human Research Ethics Sub-Committee, Thammasat University, for approving on researching and passing the consideration of the Human Research Ethics Sub-Committee according to the research outline supporting document No. 086/2560. After receiving permission, the researcher has met the participants for the self-introduction and clarification to the participants to be informed of the research objective, research procedure, research benefit, and data collection, and then asked for collaboration to participate in the research. The participants were entitled to freely make decisions on research participation. In the case where the participants agreed to participate in the study, the researcher would ask the examples to affix their signatures to give consent on the research participation before each research commencement. The researcher will collect the personal data of the participants as confidential and use an encryption instead of the real name. Only the research conclusion result will be particularly disclosed. In the case where the students denied to participate in the research, or agreed to participate in the research and then denied later before the research completion, the students were allowed to do so without clarification of his/her reason to the researcher. Those denial results would have no impact on the students with respect to the learning and teaching evaluation of the students.

3.4 Research instruments

3.4.1 Data collection instrument

Personal Questionnaire: a questionnaire constructed by the researcher from the literature review, and consisting of queries in the nature of filling statements and selecting multiple-choice regarding sex, age, and experience in wound dressing while studying or in the laboratory.

Wet Dressing Skill Evaluation Form: a questionnaire constructed by the researcher from the literature review, and consisting of 10 items in total. The rating scale query consists of 1-5 score level. The questions are classified into four individual aspects which are 1) pre-practical readiness for 3 items, 2) aseptic for 2 items, 3) wound dressing process for 4 items, and 4) nursing record for 1 item. The queries are positive queries containing five multiple choices. The rating criteria is 5 = Complete and active practice and 1 = Non-compliance with the determined procedure. The samples of the queries include “Evaluation on nature of the wound and wound drainage” and “Recording of nature of the wound, wound drainage, and detected abnormality.” The scores are from 10-50 scores. According to the score interpretation, high mean means that the said person has high wet dressing skills and low mean means that the person has low wet dressing skills.

Dry Dressing Skill Evaluation Form: a questionnaire constructed by the researcher from the literature review, and consisting of 10 items in total. The rating scale query consists of 1-5 score level. The questions are classified into four individual aspects which are 1) pre-practical readiness for 3 items, 2) aseptic for 2 items, 3) wound dressing process for 4 items, and 4) nursing record for 1 item. The queries are positive queries containing five multiple choices. The rating criteria is 5 = Complete and active practice and 1 = Non-compliance with the determined procedure. The samples of the queries include “Evaluation on nature of the wound and wound drainage” and “Recording of nature of the wound, wound drainage, and detected abnormality”. The scores are from 10-50 scores. According to the score interpretation, high mean means that the said person has high dry dressing skills and low mean means that the person has low dry dressing skills.

3.4.2 Experimental instruments

Latex Wound Model: There are two types of wound model consisting wet wound and dry wound.

Wound Dressing Handbook consists of 10 wet dressing procedures and 10 dry dressing procedures developed by the researcher.

The intervention program includes an application of latex
wound model and Wound Dressing Handbook for wound dressing skill training at the dormitory for a seven day period.

3.4.3 Content validity test
Three experts, comprising of one doctor who is expert in the invention, one nursing instructor who is expert in the invention, and one nurse with working experience of no less than 5 years, conducted content validity test on Wet Dressing Skill Evaluation Form and Dry Dressing Skill Evaluation Form. Content validity was acquired at 1.00 and 1.00, respectively.

3.4.4 Reliability Test
The researcher tried out the instrument which was conducted for content validity test and improved by the experts, the reliability of the instruments were tested with a group of 10 second year nursing students who had the same characteristics as the study population, and analyzed to determine the reliability of the questionnaire using Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficient Method. A reliability of 0.727 was acquired from the Wet Dressing Skill Evaluation Form, and after using it with 60 participants, reliability of 0.717 was acquired. A reliability of 0.761 was acquired from the Dry Dressing Skill Evaluation Form, and after using it with 60 participants, a reliability of 0.722 was acquired.

3.5 Data collection
Two research assistants of the researcher in conducting the research in the stage of using an invented model consist of one nurse instructor who evaluates the practical skill of the students, and one officer for preparing the place where is Fundamental laboratory, model, and practical equipment. The researcher will ask the participants to reply to the personal data questionnaire. The nurse instructor, who is a research assistant, will observe the practice and evaluate wet dressing skills and dry dressing skills, and instruct the participants to use the invented latex wound model. The research assistants will not know whether the participants are the experimental group or the control group. This procedure will be taken around 15-20 minutes.

3.6 Data analysis
Personal data are analyzed by descriptive statistics for determining the percentage, mean and standard deviation. Fisher’s exact test and Chi-square test are used to test the difference of the personal data. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test is used to test the difference between the pre-experimental and post-experimental wound dressing skills, and Mann-Whitney U Test is used to test the difference of wound dressing skill between the experimental group and the control group.

4. RESULTS
As shown in Table 1, most samples were female (93.30%), with age 19-21 years whereas most of them were aged 20 years old (50%), having experience in wet dressing while studying/in the laboratory for 2-6 times whereas most of them had the experiences for 3 times or 43.30%, and having experience in dry dressing while studying/in the laboratory for 1-6 times whereas most of them had experienced for 3 times or 36.70%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic characteristic</th>
<th>Total n (%)</th>
<th>Control group n (%)</th>
<th>Experimental group n (%)</th>
<th>Statistic test value</th>
<th>p-value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>56 (93.30)</td>
<td>27 (90.00)</td>
<td>29 (96.70)</td>
<td>1.071</td>
<td>.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4 (6.70)</td>
<td>3 (10.00)</td>
<td>1 (3.30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (year)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>26 (43.30)</td>
<td>15 (50.00)</td>
<td>11 (36.70)</td>
<td>6.749†</td>
<td>.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>30 (50.00)</td>
<td>11 (36.70)</td>
<td>19 (63.30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>4 (6.70)</td>
<td>4 (13.30)</td>
<td>0 (0.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiences in wet dressing while studying/in the laboratory (times)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.258†</td>
<td>.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 (1.70)</td>
<td>0 (0.00)</td>
<td>1 (3.30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>26 (43.30)</td>
<td>16 (53.00)</td>
<td>10 (33.30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>21 (35.00)</td>
<td>9 (30.00)</td>
<td>12 (40.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9 (15.00)</td>
<td>4 (13.00)</td>
<td>5 (16.70)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3 (5.00)</td>
<td>1 (3.00)</td>
<td>2 (6.70)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiences in dry dressing while studying/in the laboratory (times)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.735†</td>
<td>.449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7 (11.70)</td>
<td>4 (13.30)</td>
<td>3 (10.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13 (21.70)</td>
<td>6 (20.00)</td>
<td>7 (23.30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>22 (36.70)</td>
<td>10 (33.30)</td>
<td>12 (40.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12 (20.00)</td>
<td>5 (16.70)</td>
<td>7 (23.30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4 (6.70)</td>
<td>4 (13.30)</td>
<td>0 (0.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2 (3.30)</td>
<td>1 (3.30)</td>
<td>1 (3.30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = Fisher’s exact test; † = Chi-square test
The comparative result of the personal data between the experimental group and the control group indicated that both groups of participants were indifferent at statistical significance ($p > .05$) regarding sex, experiences in wet dressing while studying in the laboratory, and experiences in dry dressing while studying in the laboratory, except age that both groups of participants were different at statistical significance ($p < .05$).

As shown in Table 2, the comparative result of the mean score of wet dressing skill between before latex wound model training and after latex wound model training in the experimental group and the control group showed that the mean score of post-experimental wet dressing skill was higher than that of pre-experimental wet dressing skill at statistical significance ($p < .05$).

Table 2. Wet dressing skill score before training and after training of the experimental group and the control group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wound Dressing Skill (Wet Wound)</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Mean rank (Sum of rank)</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p-value†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before training</td>
<td>After training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Group</td>
<td>23.63 ± 2.90</td>
<td>37.46 ± 5.26</td>
<td>15.97 (463.00)</td>
<td>-4.748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Group</td>
<td>22.60 ± 3.53</td>
<td>27.93 ± 4.11</td>
<td>16.33 (392.00)</td>
<td>-3.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-1.445</td>
<td>-5.282</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value‡</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† = Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test, *p < .05; ‡ = Mann-Whitney U Test, *p < .05

As shown in Table 3, the comparative result of the mean score of dry dressing skill between before latex wound model training and after latex wound model training in the experimental group and control group indicated that the mean score of post-experimental dry dressing skill was higher than that of pre-experimental dry dressing skill at statistical significance ($p < .05$).

The comparative result of the mean score of dry dressing skill before latex wound model training between the experimental group and the control group indicated that the mean score of dry dressing skill was indifferent at statistical significance ($p < .05$). The comparative result of the mean score of dry dressing skill after latex wound model training between the experimental group and the control group described that the mean score of dry dressing skill of the experimental group was higher than that of the control group at statistical significance ($p < .05$).

Table 3. Dry dressing skill score before training and after training of the experimental group and the control group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wound Dressing Skill (Dry Wound)</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Mean rank (Sum of rank)</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p-value†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before training</td>
<td>After training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Group</td>
<td>24.10 ± 3.83</td>
<td>37.36 ± 5.32</td>
<td>15.50 (434.00)</td>
<td>-4.695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Group</td>
<td>22.60 ± 3.46</td>
<td>28.16 ± 4.11</td>
<td>14.96 (374.00)</td>
<td>-3.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-1.472</td>
<td>-5.277</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value‡</td>
<td>.070</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† = Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test, *p < .05; ‡ = Mann-Whitney U Test, *p < .05

5. DISCUSSION

The results indicated that the mean score of wound dressing skill of the nursing students after latex wound model training was higher than that before latex wound model training at statistical significance ($p < .05$), and the mean score of wound dressing skill of the nursing students after latex wound model training was higher than before latex wound model training at statistical significance ($p < .05$). It was in accordance with the hypothesis which was consistent with the study indicated that the nursing students who used active learning were positively evaluated by the clinical preceptors in the ward. The report described that the nursing students were enthu-
siastic about the learning process, particularly in a request for demonstrating the nursing skill.\[^{13}\] It was similar to the studies which the finding indicated that a pregnancy examination model, a portable adult arm model, an artificial arm and blood vessel model, a human arm model, self-video learning, video media helped nursing students increase the pregnancy examination skill,\[^{14}\] venipuncture skills, peripheral intravenous cannulation skills,\[^{15, 16}\] academic achievement and blood collection skills,\[^{17}\] the cleaning technique skill,\[^{18}\] and nursing practical skill.\[^{19}\] The students who studied by using the model gained higher nursing skills than those who studied in the normal manner. However, it might be due to a model that is a type of three-dimensional media which is commonly used for students to be able to easily understand and teachers can teach exactly the purpose of teaching and learning.\[^{20}\] Also, the use of the latex wound model as a tool to support the self-learning of students through the thinking process in order to know their own learning needs. Set their own learning goals. Allocate the use of the existing latex wound model for their own benefit.\[^{21}\] Allocate time to practice wounds in the dormitory yourself by allowing students to practice during their free time from study without scheduling the studying time from the instructors, and without the time or place limitation in training. The training was performed upon the readiness of the students with an additional training period of 7 days, resulting in the student improvement on their practical skills. Moreover, the latex wound model training was similar to simulation, resulting in the confidence of the students in practice\[^{11, 16, 22–26}\] and the ability of the students to perform several nursing practices in the virtual situation until they were confident before nursing the patients. The environment is one of the factors that help students to learn and develop students quality\[^{27}\] and influence learning in terms of motivation and enthusiasm.\[^{28}\]

As well as practicing wound dressing at a dormitory that supports the needs of students about the environment while studying. Nursing students want to have comfort breaks and fun through and between lessons. They want to play games to refresh their minds, body, and souls even doing exercises before class. The restrooms also need to be easily accessible for the students to prevent students from missing a lot of work while using the restrooms or going out to drink water.\[^{29}\] These needs, students can make and access when they are in the dormitory so they can achieve a learning outcome. That is having good skills.

6. CONCLUSION

The finding of this research results indicated that the use of the latex wound model for wound dressing training could enhance the wound dressing practical skill of the nursing students. Therefore, nursing instructors should encourage students to use the latex wound model to practice wound dressing skills at the dormitory after teaching in the laboratory to increase skills before practicing with patients.

LIMITATION

The number of participants in this study was small, so the generalization of the results from this study is limited.
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